Otsu's method, and local gray-level thresholding techniques such as edge-based segmentation or adaptive thresholding method are powerful in extracting character objects from simple or slowly varying backgrounds. However, they are found to be insufficient when the backgrounds include sharply varying contours or fonts in different sizes. In this paper, a stroke model is proposed to depict the local features of character objects as double-edges in a predefined size. This model enables us to detect thin connected components selectively, while ignoring relatively large backgrounds that appear complex. Meanwhile, since the stroke width restriction is fully factored in, the proposed technique can be used to extract characters in predefined font sizes. To process large volumes of documents efficiently, a hybrid method is proposed for character extraction from various backgrounds. Using the measurement of class separability to differentiate images with simple backgrounds from those with complex backgrounds, the hybrid method can process documents with different backgrounds by applying the appropriate methods. Experiments on extracting handwritings from check image, as well as machine-printed characters from scene images demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
XTRACTION of pertinent data from document images with complex backgrounds remains a challenging problem in character recognition applications, such as automatic bank check processing [1] - [3] , document search on the World Wide Web [4] , vehicle license recognition [5] , recognition of compact disk labels [6] , indexing of video frames [7] , database organization, image indexing and retrieval, etc. The problem of character extraction is critical to the performance of the aforementioned applications, in that the recognition results depend mostly on the quality of the characters extracted. The variability of the background and structure of document images, together with the intrinsic complexity of the character recognition problem, makes the development of general algorithms and strategies for automatic document processing systems difficult.
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Modeling character objects is thus an attractive topic in character extraction methods. Global thresholding methods take account for only gray level information in the extraction of characters and classify a pixel in the original image as an object or background pixel simply according to its gray level in the global view. To extract character objects from complex or nonuniformly illuminated backgrounds, Cheriet et al. [3] proposed a Recursive Ostu algorithm, while Liu and Srihari [8] proposed a feature-based method. Problems remain unsolved when the histogram of the objects overlaps with that of the background. The solutions to overcome the disadvantages of global thresholding can be classified into two classes. The first one includes deliberate locally adaptive thresholding methods, such as Bernsen's adaptive thresholding [9] that estimates a threshold for each pixel according to its local neighbors. The drawback of this method is that when a background region with varying gray level is encountered, the contour pixels distinguishing dark backgrounds from brighter ones are classified as object pixels, known as "ghost" phenomenon. Ohya et al. [10] proposed a connected-component analysis method, assuming the gray level within character objects is homogeneous. Gu et al. [11] proposed a differential top-hat transform to extract characters from scene images, considering characters as particles of limited size. Since fixed parameters are used in these methods, problems arise when the input images manifest variable contrasts. The second solution is to extract features directly from gray scale images. Wang and Pavlidis [12] considered the gray scale image as a surface, with topological features corresponding to the shape features of the original image. Each pixel of the image is classified as peak, pit, ridge, ravine, saddle, flat, or hillside, according to rules based on the estimated first and second directional derivatives of the underlying image intensity surface, and the features are used to extract or recognize the characters. Cheriet [13] proposed a multiscale approach to extract the full shape of handwritten data from noisy gray level images, in order to overcome the intensity variation of strokes over a broad range of spatial scales. Parker [14] proposed a local intensity gradient technique based on the local contrast estimated by the gray level difference between a pixel and its neighbors. These methods are based on the assumption of binary document images, which limits the application of the methods to character extraction from backgrounds that are no more complex than only monotonically increasing gray tone transformations. More precise description of the character objects necessitates a model, not only for gray level information, but also for local geometric properties. Among the few papers endeavoring to model character objects and background, we find that Kamel and Zhao's logical level technique [15] emphasizes the local linearity of character strokes, and Djeziri et al.'s filiformity [16] is the closest description of the local features of character objects. These methods are found to have the following weak points. First, loose restrictions are applied to the stroke width of characters to be extracted, leaving residues to some background regions. Second, only symmetric local windows are used, so that character strokes thinner than three pixels are lost. Third, fixed thresholds are applied to the local features, so that character strokes with varying contrasts can not be extracted. To contribute a unified solution to character extraction problems, we hereby define a descriptive model for character strokes, accounting for both gray level features and local geometric features.
As we observed, most binarization methods are based on intuitive observation of the gray level distinctions between characters and backgrounds, regardless of the complexity of the document image. To efficiently process the input images, we propose a hybrid method that applies different techniques to extract characters from document images with different complexities. A class separability measurement is used to distinguish documents printed with complex backgrounds from those printed with simple backgrounds. Since the problem of binarizing handwritings on simple background has already been solved by many global or local thresholding techniques, this paper will focus on the problems caused by uneven background of documents. A model of strokes, namely double-edge, is proposed as a unified solution to the problem of character extraction from complex backgrounds. The double-edge features can be extracted by a set of morphological operators, enabling either a fast algorithm in sequential processing or parallel processing by special-purpose hardware. Feature thresholding followed by conditional dilation for stroke extraction is discussed. Finally, we present the computational cost of the proposed method, and its goal-directed evaluation in a real-life application involving bank check processing.
II. GRAY-LEVEL THRESHOLDING TECHNIQUES
Binarization techniques based on gray levels can be divided into two classes: global and local. Global binarization algorithms use a single threshold for the entire image. Pixels having gray levels lower than the threshold value are labeled as print (black), otherwise background (white). Locally adaptive binarization methods compute a separate threshold for each pixel based on its neighbors. Some of the methods calculate a threshold surface over the entire image. If a pixel in the raw image has a higher gray level than the threshold surface value at , it is labeled as background, otherwise as print. For document images such as checks or maps, which may contain different backgrounds consisting of pictures and designs printed in various colors and intensities, the scanned images are often contaminated by variable backgrounds, low contrast, and stochastic noise. These difficulties exclude global algorithms and lead us to adopt a locally adaptive algorithm that is insensitive to the varying background.
A comparative study of binarization methods for document images has been conducted by Trier et al. [17] , [18] . [17] and [18] ) of which the former eight use explicit thresholds or threshold surfaces, while the latter three search for printed pixels after having located the edges. Trier and Jain concluded that Niblack's [19] and Bernsen's [9] methods along with post-processing step proposed by Yannowitz and Bruckstein [20] were the fastest and best ones based on a set of subjective and goal-directed criteria. The post-processing step here improves the binary image by removing 'ghost' objects. The average gradient value at the edge of each printed object is calculated and objects having an average gradient below a threshold are labeled as misclassified and therefore removed.
In a recent bank check item extraction method [21] , we applied a local thresholding method based on Bernsen's method. In this method, for each pixel of the original image with gray level , the local threshold and local variance are calculated, respectively
in which and are the highest and lowest values in a local neighborhood centered at pixel . Each pixel is classified as an object pixel (indicated by value 1) or a background pixel (indicated by value 0) according to the following conditions: if AND otherwise (3) where the threshold of local variance is decided by applying Otsu's method to the histogram of . The characters are extracted and stored as . This local thresholding method can binarize document images with slowly varying nonuniform backgrounds, yet when the background tends to vary at sharp edges; these edges can be taken as objects, causing great difficulty to the ensuing recognition stage. Fig. 1 shows some examples of character strokes on different types of backgrounds, each posing a certain degree of difficulty in extracting the strokes. Fig. 1(a) shows the ideal case for a simple background that can be removed by a global threshold; Fig. 1(b) illustrates a slow-varying background that can be removed by the above mentioned local thresholding method; Fig. 1 (c) illustrates a background image with a sharp edge in the middle, which will produce an artifact if a local thresholding method is applied. Actually, Fig. 1 (c) is a common case when legal amounts of bank checks are considered. As an example of difficult bank checks, Fig. 2 shows a bank check designed deliberately with stylistic, colorful and complex backgrounds, which cause difficulties in both the extraction and recognition of such items as legal amount, courtesy amount, date, signature, etc. The solution to this problem requires a more precise and robust feature to describe the objects of our interest.
III. CHARACTER EXTRACTION BY STROKE MODEL
A. Topological Model for Character Strokes and Feature Extraction
Before we discuss the model of character objects, it is necessary to lay down some basic assumptions. Without losing generality, we consider the case of a dark stroke written on a lighter background, and regard a pixel with the following characteristics as an object pixel 1) it has a gray level lower than that of its local neighbors; 2) it belongs to a thin connected component with width less than a predefined value. The above assumptions do not exclude the possibility of overlapping gray level distribution between objects and backgrounds, which is common in a variety of practical systems.
Edge-based image analysis is widely used in computer vision. Marr [22] describes any type of significant scene structures in an image as discontinuities in the intensity, generally called edge. From the viewpoint of extracting scene structures, the objective is not only finding significant intensity discontinuities, but also suppressing unnecessary details and noise while preserving positional accuracy. Bergholm [23] proposed that in any image, there are only four elementary structures: the step edge, the double-edge, the corner edge (L-junction), and the edge box An edge box can be regarded as double-edges in two orthogonal directions, and the double-edge model, delimited by a positive edge and a negative one nearby, is a good description of a stroke in the local region. Based on this observation, Palumbo [24] proposed a second derivative method to extract the characters; White and Rohrer [25] proposed an integrated function technique to extract the sequence of , and 0 in the differential image, and take the pixels between sequences " " and "
" as objects; Liu et al. [26] extracted baselines from bankchecks by searching for a pair of opposite edges in a predefined distance. One common problem for these methods is the sensitivity to noise, because the depths of the strokes have not been taken into account. Better solutions can be found in Kamel and Zhao's logical level technique [15] and Djeziri et al.'s filiformity [16] measurement, expressed as (Logic Level) (4) (Filiformity). (5) Here, refer to four directions, , that approximate most possible edge directions around a pixel; and are two segments defined by an exterior ring and an interior one around pixel and are two squares that are pixels away from , in opposite directions (Fig. 3) ; refers to the width constraints for the strokes to be extracted. The following estimation is used to evaluate whether pixel belongs to the stroke or the background (6) Having observed that the logic level technique (LLT) tends to break character strokes near darker neighbors, Oh [27] proposed a bright-average scheme, which replaces the average value in local windows by the average of the maximum in columns and rows. Although the above-mentioned approaches tend to describe character strokes in different ways, we found the common features behind are the thickness and darkness of a stroke. In this sense, the local threshold techniques based on stroke width restriction can be unified into searching for double-edge features occurring within a certain distance. In a one-dimensional (1-D) profile, the darkness of a stroke with thickness , can be estimated as a double-edge, whose intensity is (7) The darkness of a two-dimensional (2-D) stroke can therefore be approximated as , whose positive values indicate the existence of a dark stroke written on a lighter background. Although both filiformity and LLT try to extract narrow connected components, they are not applicable to strokes that are narrower than two pixels. Meanwhile the usage of symmetric masks limits the size of the extracted objects. This can be understood from a close-up of an ideal black stroke (represented as written on a white background (represented as , shown in Fig. 4 In the experiments we observed that strokes extracted by thresholding filiformity and logic levels remain artifacts, caused by the noise regions larger than the strokes, while double-edge feature eliminated all objects exceeding size . Properly used, this double-edge model can not only extract characters from complex backgrounds [28] , but also remove machine-printed textual noise that touches the handwriting [29] .
According to our basic assumption of dark strokes/lines appearing on light backgrounds, it is easy to prove that only the existence of a dark stroke-like object gives rise to a positive value of . Decomposing the double-edge image into positive and negative parts, the original image can be separated into information and noise. In [30] and [31] , Cheriet et al. have given a detailed discussion about transferring information among image representations at different scales. In their discussion, the character object is modeled as the concave part of an image surface, while the convex part is treated as background. Hence the zero-crossings are chosen as thresholds in the Laplacian scale-space, in order to differentiate objects from noise. We take his method of decomposing the original image into information and noise, as the primary extraction of character objects. Similarly, the feature image is decomposed into positive part and negative part , with positive part corresponding to the candidate character objects
The existence of dark strokes is then measured by the intensity of the positive part, denoted by (9)
B. Feature Thresholding for Stroke Extraction
The transformation from the original image into a double-edge feature image enables us to detect fine objects in spite of the complex backgrounds. Each pixel in the image can then be classified into object or background according to the intensity of its local feature.
As discussed in [30] and [31] , images of unconstrained handwritten data contain strokes with intensities over a wide range of spatial scales [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Although the local features of either contrast, Filiformity or double-edge can help to eliminate the intensity variation in background regions, the variation within strokes themselves may cause severe information loss when a global thresholding technique is applied to the feature images [9] - [16] , [19] . In [30] , a top-down and a bottom-up multiscale approaches to extract handwritten data from gray level images were proposed. In the bottom-up approach, information is transferred among several scales, and full shape data are extracted. The multiscale approach assumed a simple background for ZIP code images, which does not hold in document images with complex backgrounds. Yet, the idea of information transferring among different scales supports the following post-processing based on conditional dilation.
Define
We may use the following conditional dilation to extract the character strokes:
Here, are two constant thresholds for the intensity of strokes, and is a square structuring element. The iteration in (11) is repeated until there is no change from to . The characters are thus extracted and stored as , where holds. differs from in that only those stroke pixels with relative high intensities are taken as seeds, and the stroke pixels with lower intensities are extracted if they are connected to the seeds. By this method, the variation of gray scales within strokes is eliminated.
Let us recall (1) and (2), and rewrite (3) as , with the thresholding operation defined in (10), then the conditional dilation can be similarly applied as a post-processing procedure of the local gray level thresholding (12) Here and are the local threshold and variance of the gray level image is the local thresholding result obtained from (3). In our application, we heuristically chose the thresholds as 1.2 and 0.8 times the Ostu optimal threshold for feature images, i.e., the double-edge and local contrast images. Therefore the conditional dilation is able to eliminate the "ghost" objects while connecting broken strokes. The thresholds are so selected, since lower values of and tend to expand the extracted strokes to background regions, while values higher than and will exclude isolated light handwritten strokes from the final results. Visual inspection in the results of local gray level thresholding [ Fig. 5(b) ] shows the broken strokes caused by the noticeable variation of stroke intensities. While the local gray-level thresholding method produces some broken strokes, is implemented by a set of morphological operations [21] . Within a unified scheme, the proposed method is able to extract character objects from complex backgrounds with satisfactory quality [ Fig. 6(f) ].
IV. COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Similar to many local thresholding methods that can be implemented efficiently on parallel machines [32] , the proposed method can be implemented in parallel by special-purpose hardware. This is a useful property when large-scale industrial applications are considered. In this paper, we assume software implementation without special-purpose image processing hardware. Therefore, the computational complexity related to the sequential implementation of the thresholding is measured by the required number of comparisons in carrying out the local operations.
A. Local Gray Level Thresholding (Enhanced Bernsen's [9], [21] Method)
The local gray level threshold at size is calculated by (1) to (3). The major part of the computations involved in this method is the calculation of local maximum and local minimum described in (1). Since comparisons are required to extract the maximum or minimum value of elements, comparisons are required for each pixel in the worst case. Douglas [33] has proven that regardless of the size of the structuring elements, erosion and dilation by linear structuring elements can be implemented with only three comparisons for each pixel, and with six comparisons by rectangular structuring elements. Therefore, the total number of comparisons required in calculating the local maximum and minimum is (13)
B. Double-Edge Based Feature Extraction
The double-edge at thickness is calculated by (7) . Similarly, comparisons are required for each , and the total number of comparisons required in calculating double-edge for each pixel is (14) When becomes larger than three, we may use the fast algorithm described in [33] to calculate the local maxima. In this case, the total number of comparisons required for calculating double-edge at each pixel in the raw image becomes if otherwise.
V. COMPLEXITY OF DOCUMENT IMAGE Real-life documents are sometimes designed deliberately with stylistic, colorful, and complex backgrounds, causing difficulties in choosing appropriate character extraction methods. While global thresholding techniques can extract objects from simple or uniform backgrounds at high speed, local thresholding methods can eliminate varying backgrounds at a price of processing time. When batch-processing speed becomes a major concern in practical applications of an automatic document processing system, it is very important to have a balanced solution to process large quantities of documents at both high speed and high reliability. The first step of a balanced solution is to differentiate complex images from simple ones, so that various types of images can be processed with the appropriate methods. Meanwhile, the classification of document images should involve as little computation as possible, so that no extra computation is needed for processing simple images.
For this purpose, we start with a well-known global thresholding method in retrospect. Based on discriminant analysis, Ostu's method of threshold selection [34] is ranked as the best and fastest global thresholding method [17] , [18] . Thresholding operation corresponds to partitioning the pixels of an image into two classes, and , at threshold . For an image with gray level ranges within , the object and background can be represented by two classes, as and or vice versa. Without losing generality, we define the objects as dark characters against lighter backgrounds. As elegant and simple criteria for class separability, the within and between class scatter matrices are widely used in discriminant analysis of statistics [35] . The within-class variance, between-class variance and total-variance are represented by and , respectively, and they reach the maximum at equivalent threshold . Therefore, the optimal threshold can be determined by maximizing one of the following criterion functions against the threshold (16) Taking for example, the optimal threshold is determined as (17) in which Here, is the th element of the histogram, i.e., the number of pixels at gray-level is the total number of pixels in the image; is the probability of occurrence at gray-level . For a selected threshold of a given image, the class probabilities and represent the portions of areas occupied by object and background classes respectively. The maximal value of , denoted by , can serve as a measurement of the separability between the two classes and the bimodality of the histogram. The class separability lies in the range ; the lower bound is reached when the image has a uniform gray level, and the upper bound is obtained when the image consists of only two gray levels. Since the larger is, the simpler the background, we propose to classify the original images according to their class separabilities, and treat them with different techniques. For an ideal case when characters and background are composed of only two distinct gray levels, the class separability reaches the maximum, . By choosing one or several proper thresholds for class separability, we are able to classify document images as relatively "simple" or "complex," and, thus, apply corresponding binarization methods to optimize the batch processing speed and meanwhile preserve recognition rate of the entire system. The thresholds for class separability are established from a training set of real-life document images, depending on the application. The training set should be composed of document images at different complexity levels, and the distribution of the complexity should conform to that of the real inputs to the system. Although we can not obtain an explicit function of image complexity versus class separability, we can choose a threshold for class separability, since the complexity of a document image is a nonincreasing function of the class separability (Fig. 7) . For example, we may choose two thresholds and , to classify the document images into three classes: "simple" images with , "medium" images with , or "complex" images with . Hence the binarization procedure of a document image can follow the diagram shown in Fig. 8 . The entire binarization procedure can be specified as global gray-level thresholding if ; as local gray-level thresholding when and ; or as feature thresholding which is the worst case in terms of processing time, when . Compared with global gray-level thresholding techniques, local gray-level and feature thresholding methods take the local features of a document image into account, and can be applied to more complex images with one-tenth of the normal speed or even lower. Suppose the average processing time of one image by global gray-level, local gray-level, and feature thresholding methods are , and , respectively; the average processing time can be expected as (18) in which represents the probability of different types of images in a testing set, estimated by the total number of images in the testing set and the number of images belonging to various classes. For the simplest case, when , the expectation of the processing time is the algebraic average of , which is a substantial improvement when large quantities of images are processed.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Subjective Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the proposed double-edge model based method for character extraction in both subjective and objective manners. The subjective evaluation relies mostly on visual effects, including the continuity of strokes, and the suppression of the backgrounds. Two images taken from a French check, and a tourism magazine, which represent different types of documents are tested [ Figs. 9(a) and Oh's LLT based on bright-average scheme; (e) Tophat Transform followed by Ostu's method; (f) Niblack's method; (g) Djeziri's filiformity followed by Ostu's method; and (h) proposed double-edge followed by conditional dilation.
10(a)]. Local binarization methods are evaluated, including the enhanced Bernsen's method, Kamel-Zhao's method, Oh's method, Tophat Transform [36] followed by Ostu's method, Niblack's method, Djeziri's method followed by Ostu's method, and the proposed method. We observed the largest thickness to be detected as and for the two images, and set the threshold in Kamel-Zhao's and Oh's methods to 20. The constant in Niblack's method is set to . Visual inspection shows the ability of the double-edge model based method in distinguishing the character strokes of desired thickness from the rest. In the French check ( Fig. 9 ), most parts of the character string "RESERVED" and thick diagonal lines are removed since all objects larger than the predefined stroke width are considered as noise. For the tourism magazine ( Fig. 10) , most methods break the strokes at low contrast into pieces, while Niblack's and the double-edge model based method keep good continuity in characters. More experiments on images taken from various sources including Canadian checks and maps show that the double-edge model based method can extract characters in varying contrasts.
Compared to other methods, it generally keeps good continuity in character strokes while suppressing the backgrounds. The sensitivity to stroke width enables the double-edge model based method to distinguish characters with the desirable stroke width from other characters or backgrounds. Meanwhile, it limits the method to extract characters with a known stroke width. When this information can not be obtained a priori, the characters can not be extracted properly.
B. Objective Evaluation
In terms of processing time, the proposed method is amid several local thresholding methods. We have the following results on the French check and the tourism magazine (Table I) .
For quantitative evaluation, we follow the goal-directed rules used by Trier et al. [17] , [18] , in which an image understanding module based on the results of the low-level image processing routine in question is used. The experiments are carried out in a bank check processing system [1] . In multibank check processing, the main difficulties stem from variations in text locations and the complexity of their backgrounds. Since each bank has its specific check design and the location of items, the performance of low-level image processing, especially character extraction, actually plays an important role in the overall specification of multi-bank check processing systems. Instead of evaluating the quality of the extracted items by visual or machine-computed criteria [37] , [38] , an objective evaluation method should be conducted to investigate the effects of different extracting strategies on the subsequent image analysis steps. Since we have more reliable recognition techniques for courtesy amounts, we have chosen the courtesy amount to evaluate the proposed method of character extraction. The courtesy amount recognizer developed by Strathy et al. [1] , [39] is used. The digit recognizer was trained on about 340 000 digits from the NIST training database, plus about 15 000 digits collected by CENPARMI in experimental checks. The extraction and elimination of baselines from bank check images, as well as restoration of broken strokes, described in [21] , are based on a set of morphological operations with structuring elements depicting the linear feature.
We conducted both qualitative and quantitative experiments on a set of 870 real-life gray-level check images scanned at Bell Quebec with a resolution of 300 DPI. Scanned at this resolution, most handwritings have a stroke width of 3-5 pixels. Therefore, we set in the tests. The distributions of class separability in both courtesy and legal amounts estimated from a subset of 250 images are shown in Fig. 11 . According to subjective observation, we classify the images into three classes, "simple," "medium," and "complex." Two thresholds , and are chosen empirically by matching the subjective observation with the class separability [ Fig. 12 ]. In fact, the local gray level thresholding and feature thresholding methods always outperform the global gray level thresholding, which means the higher the thresholds, the better the results. A comparison of computational time is shown in Table II ; the processing time required for each image increases drastically when more precise and deliberate algorithms are applied. Among the several types of thresholding techniques we have analyzed, the double-edge model is ranked as the most computation-intensive method. However, the classification of original images according to their complexity helps to reduce the processing time. A balance between the computing speed and extracting quality should be taken into consideration when choosing the thresholding methods. In order to evaluate the performance of different character recognition methods quantitatively, we compared the proposed double-edge feature thresholding method and the hybrid method with several locally adaptive thresholding methods (Table III) . We observed that due to the highly variable contrast in the handwritten strokes, some locally adaptive thresholding techniques that involve fixed parameters are found inadequate in this application.
The last column of Table II and the last row of Table III illustrate an important result, that is the combination of different character extraction methods can improve the processing speed of the system without affecting the recognition rate substantially. Although the experiments are carried out on courtesy amount recognition, we observed that more complex background images are usually found in the legal amount region (Fig. 2) . The examples of extracting legal amount as well as other types of documents in Figs. 9 and 10 demonstrate the ability of the proposed method in dealing with complex backgrounds, and we plan to evaluate of the proposed method with a robust legal amount recognizer and a common database in due course.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The subject of characterextractionfrom document images with complex backgrounds is still one of the most challenging topics in the field of document image analysis. In this paper, a model-based character extraction method using morphological operations is proposed. According to different background image complexities, we classify the raw images into three categories: 1) "simple," from which the binarized document image can be obtained by a global thresholding method; 2) "medium," which requires a locally adaptive thresholding followed by a post-processing step;
3) "complex," which involves sharply varying backgrounds, posing difficulties to most binarization methods. The complexity of the document image is estimated by class separability, which is a weak yet useful measurement in classifying the document images. A hybrid character extraction approach can reduce the computational cost, which can be prohibitive in processing a large number of check images. The experimental result shows the natural adaptation of the method to complex and varying backgrounds.
For the cases involving complex backgrounds, we define character strokes as trenches with a limited size, described by a double-edge appearing in a local region. The experimental results on the goal-directed evaluation of courtesy amount extraction show the robustness of the method to complex and varying backgrounds. However, the double-edge feature does not distinguish noise in linear form from true strokes, and other features may be required to remove such interfering marks. Since the computational cost of double-edge feature thresholding is far more than that of global gray-level thresholding, we are looking for a robust and explicit measurement of image complexity, in order to improve the tradeoff between performance and processing speed. In other words, we suggest the application of simple algorithms to clean images and more sophisticated methods to complex images.
As observed in real-life checks, complex background images are often found in legal amount regions, causing errors in recognition. Although this method has not been evaluated by legal amount recognition, experimental results show promising improvement in visual aspects. Further evaluation on legal amount extraction would require a reliable recognizer and a common database, which are under investigation. It is noticeable that the proposed approach can be applied not only to check images, but also to other document images with complex backgrounds and poor illumination.
